DELIVERING EXCELLENCE

TOGETHER
Vensysco Infra Private Limited believes in bringing
together technological efﬁciency and the power of
people to innovate the solutions of today and
tomorrow.

Exam Infrastructure & Manpower | Exam Security Services | Exam Value Added Services | EdTech Development

about us
Founded in 2016, Vensysco believes in the power of technology and dedicated human effort to provide futuristic examination
solutions. Headquartered at UFIRM BUSINESS PARK Sector - 63, Noida, Vensysco has branch ofﬁces in Lucknow, Prayagraj,
Chandigarh, Jaipur, and Patna.
We started offering Examination Infrastructure to Corporates & Government organisations to conduct safe & secure examinations.
Meanwhile we have added security enabled examination services to our clients such as Live CCTV surveillance, Biometric, QP
Migration, GPS enabled logistics, security guards with HHMD, Technical & Non-Technical Manpower, Mobile Jammers and Travel
Support for team of Observers
Vensysco is offering end-to-end examinations solutions to corporate and government examinations from Online Registration to Result
Submission. We are also offering OMR Based examination & Proﬁciency Test.

Our Story
We began our journey in 2016 by providing infrastructure for conducting competitive examinations all over Uttar Pradesh. Additionally, we
also provided the examinations sector with our pool of experienced manpower personnel, ranging from exam controllers and assessors to
invigilators and interview panellists. We provide security focussed services with biometric authentication and stationery procurement for
clients. We also ensure our manpower services are up-to-date with the inclusion of technical manpower. Our range of services also includes
Live CCTV surveillance and mobile signal jamming. To ensure a secure approach to typing tests, we also have our indigenously-developed
typing test software solution available.
In our pursuit of providing our services, we have established a PAN Indian hold for exam infrastructure and hospitality. With a huge pool
of resources all over India, we have an expanding network of logistics support on offer.
We also ensure to have a safe and secure response to the pandemic as well. As a means to keep personnel and candidates safe, we have
options like COVID-19 kits and venue sanitization available for examination centers.We have provided exam infrastructure support to
government competitive exams since 2017. We began by providing support for RRB Patna and Divine University, where we conducted
examinations for 5,000 to 10,000 candidates. In 2018, we provided our services for BELTRON, COMFED and MSME Jamshedpur with
11,000 to 15,000 candidates attending. We also expanded to Air India Engineering Services, Nestle and JCB in 2019. In 2020, during
the pandemic, we began providing proctored exam solutions and also conducted exams for Uttar Pradesh University of Medical Sciences,
Saifai.

Milestones
Leading the examination industry for 5 successive years

2016
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2019

2020

2021

Exam Infrastructure
for 10 lac Candidates

Added Live CCTV,
Biometric &
Tech Manpower

Expanded to Hospitality
& Tele-Infrastructure

Developed Typing
Test Engine

Added COVID-19
and Venue
Sanitization

Rapidly Moving
Ahead

Our
Values

Integrity

Satisfaction

Dedication

Being a part of the conﬁdential industry,
integrity is at the core of our values. We
make sure to stick to this, by staying in
tune with the highest standards of
professional behaviour and ethics.

A satisﬁed client is the mark of our
success. To ensure that happens, we do
our best at every step of the way,
providing customised solutions to fulﬁl
the client’s needs.

We believe that dedication leads to
excellence. With efﬁcient technology in
tow, our dedicated and committed human
effort is ever-ready to provide the right
solutions when required.

OUR MISSION
On our journey towards excellence, we aim to raise the
standards for newer organisations in achieving success with
ethics, dedication and technology. Our priority will always
be towards a greener India. Through our work, we are trying
to make our country an excellent place to live in for future
generations, with a focus on high moral values, intelligence
and innovation.
In providing the industry with a safe, secure and ethical
environment, we believe that we are preserving the sanctity
of examinations in India. It is our mission to strengthen the
trust ofmillions of aspiring students in the transparent
process of exams.

Services

Pariksha
24x7

Exam
Infrastructure
Services

Examination
Support
(Manpower)

Exam
Security
Services

Our software solution offers
complete support for
remote-proctored exams,
utilising AI modules, to
ensure safe & secure exams.

We provide schools and
colleges with IT and
non-IT infrastructure to
the exam industry to
conduct online and
ofﬂine exams.

To ensure smooth exams,
we provide experienced
manpower support like
exam controllers, assessors,
observers and panellists.

We also provide
experienced security
guards and frisking
technology to keep out
illegal objects in
examination premises.

Services

Exam
Stationery
& Logistics

Value
Added
Services

Telecom
Infrastructure

To keep exams secure
from malpractices we
provide secure logistics
for exam materials & also
procure stationery items
for clients.

We provide hospitality
arrangements all over India.
We also provide clients with
facilities for conferences and
training.

We provide support for telecom infrastructure all over
India with engineering,
procurement and construction
services.

Pa r i

sha
24x7

Based on a decade of research and development, Pariksha24x7 is a
new age assessment delivery platform that came into existence to
ensure timely and secure online/ofﬂine assessments. We’re equipped
with world-class technology and infrastructure to conductassessment
and testing for corporate, education and government sectors.
Our expertise lies in conducting Computer Based Test (CBT), Online
Examination; OMR based Ofﬂine Exam, Computer Proﬁciency Test
(CPT), Typing Test etc. We are driven by the ideology to make the
future of assessment robust, secure and 100% accurate by utilizing
latest technology. To guarantee this we have developed impeccable
software and application that fulﬁll every need of the assessment
industry and stands us apart on the examination horizon.

TYPING TEST SOFTWARE
The typing test software comes with a robust security system
discouraging any means of cheating for online exams. The software
uses different question paper sets to avoid malpractices such as leaking
question papers, etc. Candidates are also restricted from accessing
unauthorised pages, or changing browser tabs.

Pa r i

sha
24x7

Pa r i

sha
24x7

TYPING TEST
SOFTWARE

EXAM INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
EXAMINATION CENTER BOOKING
Vensysco utilises the exam infrastructure of more than 600
examination centres to conduct both ofﬂine and online assessments.
To ensure our presence and reach in as many places as possible, we
have also partnered with exam centers and educational institutes all
over India, which has been gradually spreading across more than 92
cities currently.
As a testament to Vensysco’s ability to host examinations, we even
have a worldwide presence with international exam centres in 120
countries. Our list of clients include - Satvat, Sify, NSEIT, Merittrac
and TCS.

2016-17

18.5 lac

Total Students appeared in a year

10 lac
2017-18

2017-18

50 lac

25 lac

2018-19

30 lac

(During Pandemic)

LEader in Examination sector
for 5 consecutive years

2019-20

EXAM
CENTER
POOL

PAN INDIA

WORLDWIDE

700+ Centers
in 200+ Cities

120+ Centers in
75+ Countries

Our
CLients

cENTER BOOKING APPLICATION

LOG IN

Control Pannel

Navigation

Sending Proposal
to the best
available venues

Approval of
venues from
client

Conﬁrmation
mail sent to
venues

Center Booking
procedure

Physical audit
of exam venue
conducted

Electrical and
technical audit
of exam venue
conducted

Personnel SUPPORT
(MANPOWER)
Other than providing access to countless exam centers across India
and the world, Vensysco also provides its own pool of personnel for
examination auxiliary services. Each of these personnel, regardless of
their job, are chosen meticulously so they can always provide the best
services for clients.

Personnel
Support
(Manpower)

non
Technical

Technical

IT

ADMIN

Frisking & Security

Invigilators

observers

panellists

IT & Admin - Vensysco employs a pool of 1500+ IT resources who are specialised in a technical background. They have
prior experience, and have the expertise in the exam conduction process. We also have a team of 300+ Admin Managers
who are aware of examination procedures and experienced in crown
management.
Frisking & Management - We have tied up with some of India’s best security services all over India. Our security staff
includes experienced male and female personnel. We also employ a pool of 1000+ retired defence personnel who are
deployed at exam venues for security & mob management.
Invigilators - Former teachers and others in the education sector are recruited to ﬁll up a resource of 2000+ invigilators
in examination centers, ensuring that examinations sessions conducted are always in order.
Observers - Vensysco arranges for observers to act as representatives of the clients clients. They are hired from a pool of
500+ retired administrative service personnels. Their primary duty is to include maintaining security of examination materials during transportation as part of the client's involvement.
Panellists - At Vensysco we responsibly create interview panels as per State/Central Government policies. We maintain
these standards with the help of 100+ retired university professors, deans, VCs, psychologists and subject specialists
from the industry. An additional team of experienced professionals take care of operational duties, preparation of marking
sheets, updating on data sheets and candidate proﬁling.

EXAM SECURITY
SERVICES

FRISKING
Being ready for a COVID-affected India, at Vensysco, we provide the options to not only
prevent cheating, but also to stay safe from the pandemic. Keeping the pandemic in mind, we
provide multiple COVID-ready frisking services such as - contactless temperature-screening,
crowd management, and entry & exit management of candidates. As part of our frisking
services, we also ensure that unauthorised objects don’t get through, with the help of our
frisking process. Our frisking services also consist of such utilities as HHMDs, DFMDs and
Manual Frisking services.

HHMD (Hand-Held Metal Detectors)

DFMD (Door-Frame Metal Detector)

Manual frisking services

Handled by experienced personnel,
HHMDs are used to keep away any
disallowed electronic device and
gadgets.

A DFMD is an effective metal testing security solution, it detects unwarranted devices when the student passes through the
door of the examination hall.

A government authorised procedure is
followed by both male and female security
personnel (Female frisking is conducted in
a separate enclosed space provided by
us).

EXAM SECURITY
SERVICES

BIOMETRIC
Vensysco ensures that no impersonator enters the exam center to make exams unfair for others.
Utilising the combined shield of Iris, Fingerprint and Facial Recognition methods, any would-be
impersonators are effectively kept at bay. Vensysco presents the use of following biometric
measures to ensure a malpractice-free exam session:

Fingerprint Scan

Facial Recognition

Iris Scan

Each person has an unique
ﬁngerprint, which is utilised
worldwide as a basic biometric
measure. It is most used around
the world and is dependable as
a safety measure against
impersonation.

This biometric measure detects the
facial features of a candidate and can
be utilised from a distance. It is more
accurate at identifying people and
can see through features like facial
hair, make up and others that are
meant to deceive the system.

Patterns of an iris remain the same
throughout the life of a person,
making it quite dependable as a long
term security measure. It also
ensures accurate identiﬁcation for
those with signiﬁcant changes to
facial features.

EXAM SECURITY
SERVICES

SURVEILLANCE
Security solutions do not stop at the entrance. There are other scenarios that need to be kept
an eye on when examinations are in progress. Presence of CCTV cameras at centers has been
known to greatly reduce the occurrence of malpractices. Vensysco offers its CCTV system that
come in two variants to combat any malpractices during the exam sessions:

Temporary Surveillance

Live CCTV With Audio

CCTV footage is recorded during the
examination session for later use. The
presence of CCTV in the premises can
act as a deterrent for candidates from
employing cheating tactics. The
recorded surveillance data can also be
used later for use by clients.

A live centralised control room is set up that
enables eyes on the exam centers at all
times. Clients have access to this feed and
later recorded data for their own use. Having
control over both sight and audio is vital
while conducting important competitive
exams, to keep away all forms of exam
malpractices.

EXAM SECURITY
SERVICES

GPS ENABLED LOCK
To ensure protection of critical exam materials, we also offer our secure GPS enabled asset
locking & tracking solution. It utilises a tamper-proof container locked with a GPS enable lock
which allows live monitoring. It also uses authorised unlocking, so the materials are only
accessible through authorised staff or personnel.

Numerous Unlocking Options

Instant Security Notification

We offer various unlocking options to
ensure the assets can be secured
regardless of the scenario via methods
like SMS, RFID, Bluetooth, secure
app.

In case, any attempts are made towards
tampering the containers, clients are notiﬁed
immediately via SMS and E-mail alerts.

EXAM STATIONERY
& LOGISTICS
No security solution is complete without fulﬁlling all aspects of security needs. To ensure complete security towards logistics
and exam preparation, Vensysco also procures examination stationery as part of our services. To ensure maximum protection
for exam materials, we also provide a ‘pay-per-use’ model to educational institutions.
QP Movement - Exam materials like question papers are monitored at all times during storage. The transfers are monitored by
experienced personnels and observers at all times. To ensure that exams are carried out smoothly, multiple copies of the exam
materials are secured for transfer, in cases of incides.
Stationery Movement - Due to a breach in security, unauthorised writing materials can be smuggled into the exam centers. Even
OMR sheets can be tampered with to provide offenders with unauthorised beneﬁts. We provide our own exam stationery for
clients to bypass any security that may come from using external stationery.

exam Value
Added Services
Beyond the support for infrastructure support, we also provide optional services that will beneﬁt our clients. For examination
personnel, we have dedicated hospitality services with a PAN Indian support. We provide observers, exam assessors and others
with services dedicated to their staying and cab needs.
We provide options for deep cleaning and sanitization of the exam premises. We ensure exam centers are prepared in line with
standard operating procedures. Our covid related services are dedicated towards keeping everyone safe from the pandemic.
We also provide preventive and protection devices like thermal guns and face shields for personnels.
As part of our valued added services, we also provide companies with spaces geared towards ofﬁce use. We also provide facilities for conferences and interviews. We also undertake the hiring of employees and training them for clients. We have access
to interview panels consisting of experienced panellists for this facility. We offer this support for companies all over India

Travel
and
TELECOM
accommodation
iNFRASTRUCTURE
services
Conducting examinations is a very time bound process that includes multiple activities. Planning of team movement to different cities
and their staying accommodation takes too much time. Vensysco offers an alternative while bringing in a team movement solution.
It includes team fooding & lodging, and travelling solutions. We are also involved in intra-city and inter-city movement of teams and
client representatives.

COVID
Ready
TELECOM
Solutions
iNFRASTRUCTURE

Vensysco Pvt. Ltd. provides support with engineering, procurement and construction services for telecom infrastructure all over India.
We make use of the latest technology and tools to create new sites, and dismantle old ones. Our experiences include creating
foundation, erection and installation of telecom towers as well as commissioning related equipment. We have been responsible for
setting up cell towers in remote locations. Our work has spread over states like Bihar, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh as well as in the
North-Eastern states. Our list of clients include names like Inductus, Towervision, ATC and Sify.

Interview
TELECOM
panel
iNFRASTRUCTURE

With our PAN Indian presence we have made our resources available aimed at numerous corporate needs. As part of our corporate-focussed services, we provide spaces for companies to conduct their conferences, interviews and other events. We also have the
training and expertise to conduct interviews and recruitments for companies. Additionally, we also provide training with our available
skilled workforce and infrastructure. We are experienced in providing the best training in the country for both government and
corporate needs. Our major expertise is for - Agile, Scrum, Big Data, CCC, O Level, A Level, etc.

TELECOM
iNFRASTRUCTURE

Vensysco Pvt. Ltd. provides support with engineering, procurement and construction services for telecom infrastructure all over India.
We make use of the latest technology and tools to create new sites, and dismantle old ones. Our experiences include creating
foundation, erection and installation of telecom towers as well as commissioning related equipment. We have been responsible for
setting up cell towers in remote locations. Our work has spread over states like Bihar, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh as well as in the
North-Eastern states. Our list of clients include names like Inductus, Towervision, ATC and Sify.

Our
Departments

Sales & Marketing

Operations

Finance

With their minds always focussed on
ethics of service and loyalty towards our
clients, the sales & marketing teams
stay dedicated to their duty. We always
stay dedicated to client satisfaction.

Our operations team dedicates
themselves to ensure that quality
services are delivered for clients. They
make sure that customer requirements
are met on time and efﬁciently.

The ﬁnance department ensures
efﬁcient ﬁnancial management and
ﬁnancial control necessary to support
all business activities. This department
ensures smooth function on all fronts.

Our
Departments

HR & Admin

Engineering & Audit

Software Development

This department is essential in ensuring
the smooth ﬂow of information from one
end to the other. It’s also responsible for
employee and client engagement.

With a commitment towards
evaluating operational procedures,
risk management, control functions,
our engineering & audit team ensures
that our operations run efﬁciently.

With a team of resourceful and
experienced software developers, this
department ensures that the software
services are always responsive to the
client’s requirements.

PAN-India
Network

government Clients

BELTRON

RRB PATNA

BIHAR LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

and many more...

Corporate Clients

and many more...

THANK YOU
Corporate Office: 3rd Floor, H-64, Sector -63, H Block, Noida UP - 201301
Head Office: In front of Colonelganj Inter College, Tagore Town
Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh - 211002, India
Lucknow Office : 3/7 Behind Police Station Patrakarpuram, Vinay
Khand Gomti Nagar, Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh - 226010, India
+91 9305411511/9953067111
sales@vensysco.in, vikas@vensysco.in

